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Abstract—Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) aims to improve

the quality of daily life for all humans in different periods of
life. Neural-Computer Interface (NCI) can be used within AAL
environments to provide alternative communication means for
impaired persons bypassing the need for speech and other
motor activities. By monitoring, analyzing and responding to
muscular activity (EMG signals) of users, NCI systems are able
to monitor, diagnose and respond to the cognitive, emotional
and physical states of users in real time. In this paper we
analyze and develop a speller application based on the EMG
interface. We analyze requirements for developing interfaces
for disabled users and interfaces of known speller applications,
and describe the development of the EMG-based speller as a
benchmark application. The developed speller has adaptive
stimulus rate and allows word selection from dictionary. We
evaluate performance and usability of the developed speller
using a set of empirical (accuracy, information transfer speed,
input speed), ergonomic (NASA-TLX scale) and conceptual
(humanistic intelligence) attributes.

I. INTRODUCTION

A

mbient Assisted Living (AAL) environments comprise
assisted technology devices, communication protocols
and interfaces used to improve the quality of daily life for
humans in different periods of their life [1]. Considering
predictions of the demographic changes in society, AAL
particularly focuses on elderly people though people with
minor disabilities such as motor impairments can benefit,
too. The AAL systems are user-centered and specifically are
based on the concept of User Interfaces for All [2]. The
concept aims at efficiently and effectively addressing the
accessibility problems in human interaction with software
applications and services while meeting the individual
requirements of the users in general, including disabled and
elderly people. Following the vision of e-Inclusion, the aim
to “leave no-one behind” when enjoying the benefits of
information and communication technology [3].
In the AAL environments, Neural-Computer Interfaces
(NCI) can be used to provide alternative communication
means for persons with disabilities bypassing the need for
speech and other motor activities. NCI is similar to BrainComputer Interface (BCI) in methods used as well as in
applications, however it uses the Electromyography (EMG)
data rather than the Electroencephalography (EEG) data to
establish an interface between human peripheral neural
system and computers by recording electrical signals
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governing muscular movements of a subject. The concepts
are particularly suited to the needs of the handicapped as the
cores of the smart environments and virtual reality
applications. The state of a user is captured using sensors
attached to the body. Then a physiological computing system
creates a bio-cybernetic neurofeedback loop involving both
human users and computers [4], which allows to produce a
representation of the user’s operational context. The loop
may be designed to offer assistance if the user is frustrated or
unable to perform the task due to excessive mental workload,
adapt the level of challenge to sustain or increase task
engagement if the user is bored or demotivated by the task,
incorporating an emotional display element into the user
interface, or alert for help if the user is not responsive [5].
When developing NCI systems for older adults (over 60)
one has to consider that older people often have multiple,
minor motor and cognitive function impairments or have
slow control over their motor functions [6]. Given the often
reported lower skin hydration in the elderly, the skin
conductance is lower which leads to lower amplitudes and
signal-to-noise ratio of measured EMG signals [7]. They also
may also have slower control over muscle activities of the
hands, fingers, etc. and decision-making may also be slower.
For this group, the motivation to use NCI is completely
different from the first group. Therefore, the design of a NCI
for older adults should reflect their non-typical EMG profiles
or slower response times.
Speller is a typical example of NCI/BCI application,
which establishes a communication channel for people
unable to use traditional keyboard and still remains a
benchmark for BCI and NCI methods [8]. The speller is
aimed to help those disabled persons unable to activate
muscles traditionally used in communication (hands, tongue)
to spell words by utilizing their neural activity. Typically,
spellers use signal amplitude information, however
integrating it with signal processing methods such as noise
and dimensionality reduction methods and user intent
prediction techniques can improve the results [9].
In this paper, we analyze the requirements for developing
interfaces for impaired users and visual interfaces of known
speller applications, describe the development of a speller as
a typical benchmark application, and evaluate its
performance and usability of the developed speller using a
set of empirical (accuracy, information transfer speed, input
speed), ergonomic (NASA-TLX scale) and conceptual
(humanistic intelligence) attributes.
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The structure of the remaining parts of the paper is as
follows. Section II analyzes the requirements for NCI
systems and, specifically, NCI spellers. Section III discusses
the interfaces of speller applications. Section IV describes
the development of speller application. Section V presents
the experimental results. Section VI evaluates the results.
Finally, Section VII presents conclusions.
II. ANALYSIS OF REQUIREMENTS FOR SPELLER APPLICATION
The requirements for speller application can be
categorized at different levels depending upon the physical
abilities of its users [10]: 1) Users with no physical
disability, who may use NCI for entertainment or other
conditions where physical movement is restricted. 2) Users
with minor impairments (such as older persons). 3) Users
with severe physical disabilities, who may wish to use NCI
as a secondary input. 4) Users who are almost locked-in
(having limited muscle control), who may need to use NCI as
a method for communication.
First, the speller must follow general requirements for
smart systems to be integrated into the AAL environments.
Next, the specific requirements for impaired users (and,
specifically, for older persons) must be followed. Impaired
users need assistance such as automatic learning of user’s
behavior to estimate his/her current needs.
Since humans often make mistakes or errors in interacting
with machines, for any human-operated system, user
interfaces should be designed such that prevent errors
whenever possible; deactivate invalid commands; make
errors easy to detect and show users what they have done;
and allow undoes, reverse, correct errors easily [11].
For smart systems, the following principles (also called
“operational modes”) of Humanistic Intelligence Framework
[12] must be satisfied:
1) Constancy: the interface should operate continuously
to read signals from human to computer and to provide a
constant user-interface.
2) Augmentation: the primary task is increasing the
intelligence of the system rather than computing tasks.
3) Mediation: the interface mediates between human
senses, emotions and perceptions and acts as information
filter by blocking or attenuating undesired input to decrease
negative effects of interaction (such as fatigue, information
overload, etc.) as well as to increase positive effects (such as
user satisfaction) by amplifying or enhancing desired inputs.
According to Lopes [13], the user interface for persons
with disabilities must: support user variability allowing to
provide the means to adapt to user-specific requirements;
support of a wide range of input devices and output modes;
provide minimal user interface design; promote interaction
and retain user attention on the tasks; and provide strong
feedback mechanisms that may provide rewarding schemes
for correct behavior (results).
The requirements for interfaces for impaired users can be
formulated as follows [1]: 1) Limited access to details:

complex and vital details of the system have to be hidden to
avoid user overwhelming and trapping. 2) Self-learning:
detected common patterns in the behavior of the user should
be used to automatically create rules or shortcuts that speed
and ease up the use of the system. 3) System interruption:
Impaired users have in most cases no idea how the system is
working, therefore easy cancellation of system’s activities
must be ensured.
In the questionnaire-based study of potential BCI user
requirements towards assisted technologies [14], the
participants rated participants rated “functionality” (aka
effectiveness) as the most important requirement, followed
by “possibility of independent use” and “easiness of use”.
III. REVIEW OF SPELLER INTERFACES
Many different variants of interfaces have been proposed
and designed for speller, a de-facto benchmark application of
BCI/NCI. Based on the complexity and visual representation
of symbols to input, they can be categorized into the
following classes:
Linear (or single character) speller: all symbols are
shown and each symbol is flashed individually until symbol
selection is done [15].
Matrix (or Row-Column) Speller: All letters are
arranged in a matrix . First, speller flashes an entire column
(Fig. 1, left) or row of characters (Fig. 1, right). Then, single
letters are flashed in a sequence, and can be selected.
Different matrix sizes can be used, e.g., a 6x6 matrix
containing all 26 letters of the alphabet and 10 digits (0-9)
[16], or even a full QWERTY keyboard [17].

Fig. 1. Example of matrix speller interface.

Chekerboard Speller [18]: the 8x9 matrix is virtually
superimposed on a checkerboard (Fig. 2, left), which the
participants never actually see. The items in white cells of
the 8 x 9 matrix are segregated into a white 6 x 6 matrix and
the items in the black cells are segregated into a black 6 x 6
matrix. Before each sequence of flashes, the items in Fig. 2
(left) randomly populate the white or black matrix,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 2 (middle). The checkerboard
layout controls for adjacency-distraction errors, because
adjacent items cannot be included in the same flash group.
The users see random groups of six items flashing (as
opposed to rows and columns) because the virtual rows and
columns depicted in Fig. 2 (middle) flash.
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Fig. 2. Checkerboard intherface of the speller [18]

Frequency-based layout accounts for the relative
frequency of character occurrence in a language as in
Bremen SSVEP-based BCI-speller [19]. It has in the middle
of the screen a virtual keyboard with 32 symbols (see Fig. 3)
surrounded by five boxes flickering at different frequencies.
These boxes correspond to commands for navigating the
cursor (indicated by red color), and for selecting the intended
character. The application starts with a cursor in the central
position corresponding to the most frequent character in
English (i.e., “E”). Letters with the higher frequency of
occurrence are positioned closer to the center while the less
frequent ones are further away. The user can navigate the
cursor to the desired letter and confirm his/her choice with
the “Select” command. The further the character is located
from the center, the more command selections (cursor
movements) are required.
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The Rotate-Extend (REx) paradigm [10] consists of a
wheel divided into segments (see Fig. 5). An arrow in the
centre of the wheel controls the selection of target segments.
One mental class is used to control the rotation of the arrow,
and the other class extends the arrow to select the target
segment. Example of Rex interface is Hex-o-Spell speller
[22], which allows 30 different characters to be typed in. The
characters are shown in six adjacent hexagons distributed
around a circle. Each hexagon contains five characters and a
„go back“ command. For the selection of the hexagons, there
is an arrow in the center of the circle. After selection, the
characters in all hexagons, except for the selected one
disappear, while the remaining characters and the „go back“
command are mapped into six hexagons around the circle.
Using the same arrow-based strategy, the user selects the
desired character or decides to go back to the previous level
of the interface to correct a mistake. Another implementation
of REx interface is Oct-o-spell, where a larger set of symbols
is used [23].

Fig. 5. Interface of Oct-o-spell speller [23]
Fig. 3. Interface of the Bremen BCI speller [19].

Region-based Speller: groups of characters arranged into
different regions, which contain different subsets of
characters (Fig. 4). When the user confirms the selection of
the group, the characters of the group are divided into new
groups until the desired character is selected. Examples of
such interface are 27 symbol triads [20] or 64 symbol
quadrants [21].

Fig. 4. Consecutive stages to select symbol in the quadrant region-based
speller [21]

The overview of visual interfaces of spellers can be
summarized as follows. The interfaces can classified
according to interface paradigm (linear/single, matrix,
chekerboard, frequency layout, region-based, RotateExtend), stimulus type (the way each individual character
changes, e.g., flashing frequency, color change, distance to
target, etc.), stimulus rate (the speed at which individual
characters change), stimulus pattern (grouping of symbols in
interface), character set (usually includes all letters of the
alphabet as well as additional symbols such as numbers,
separation marks, etc., enhancing intelligence (additional
techniques for improving accuracy of the system and rate of
communication such as using language model, word
autocomplete, spelling correction or word prediction).
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IV. DEVELOPMENT OF EMG SPELLER
A NCI system generally comprises the following
components: (i) a device that records the muscular activity
signals; (ii) a signal preprocessor that reduces noise and
artifacts; (iii) a decoder that classifies the de-noised signal
into a control commands for (iv) an external device or
application (e.g., a robotic actuator, a computer program
etc.), which provides feedback to the user [24].
Our speller application has three layers as follows: 1) on
the lowest layer, the physiological signal is sampled into a
data stream of physiological data. Downsampling can be
used to decrease amount of data and increase information
processing speed at higher levels. 2) On the intermediate
layer, data is aggregated and events corresponding to
specific patterns of data are generated. Machine learning
techniques such as artificial neural networks may be used to
recognize such events and generate decisions. 3) On the
highest layer, decisions are processed and used to generate
control commands for external applications (systems).
The architecture of the developed speller application is
shown in Fig. 6. The speller has 6 components: MainReader
is responsible for control of data reader which is selected to
use. ReaderAPI is public external interface of third-party
EMG data reader modules. MainController is responsible
for selected control module (executes commands).
NiaReader is a third-party module implemented for the OCZ
NIA data reader device. SpellingSquare is a third-party
module implemented for text input in symbol matrix using
the EMG-based commands.
The dashed rectangle separates system components from
external components. Components inside the rectangle are
considered as system components. Components outside the
rectangle are considered as external components. System was
developed with respect to maintenance so that external
components were easy to add or remove. The external
components are sensors (EMG readers), actuators (robot,
etc.) controllers or external software. The NetBeans
framework was used for development. It provides the
opportunity to add third-party components on-demand.

The feedback to the user is an important aspect of the
NCI as it provides the user with information about his/her
mistakes as well as motivates the user to increase attention
and engagement in the task. The main element of the
developed speller application that supports feedback is
visual interface (Fig. 7). It contains the representation of
the symbol matrix (the size and character set of the matrix
is adaptable). The red-colored column indicates the current
position of the speller cursor. The cursor moves
sequentially from column to column until the user activates
the “Select” command. Next, the cursor moves through
each symbol in the selected column. After another “Select”
command the particular symbol is selected and appears in
the text output area. The stimuli rate (the speed of the
cursor can vary from 500 to 1500 ms) depends upon the
number of input mistakes the user does (the speed
increases or decreases automatically to keep the number of
mistakes low). The mistake is considered as the “Cancel”
command, which exits the selected column or deletes the
selected symbol.
The control commands are initiated by the movements of
facial muscles (left eye blink for “select” and right eye blink
for “cancel”). The user can see the EMG signal feedback in
the EMG signal view area of the interface (Fig. 8). The
particular control command is performed when the amplitude
of the EMG signal is equal or higher than the specified
threshold value (marked with yellow horizontal lines). The
upper threshold (high positive amplitude) indicates the
“Select” command, while the lower threshold (high negative
amplitude) indicates the “Cancel” command. The threshold
values can be adjusted by the user via settings.
The signal view of EMG, while spelling the word “hello”,
is presented in Figs. 8 & 9. In Fig. 8, the word “hello” is
spelled without mistakes. In Fig. 9, the same example is
presented but in this case it contains a few mistakes (wrong
selections). For correction of those mistakes cancellation
commands must be performed. The spikes indicate the
“select” command. One trial (selection of one character)
contains two positive signal spikes, the first spike is for
column selection, the second for letter selection in the
corresponding column.

Fig. 6 Architecture of physiological computing system
Fig. 7. Interface of developed speller application
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injected into a soft plastic as sensors to capture a
combination of muscle, skin, and nerve biopotentials.

Letter H
selection

Fig. 8. Signal view of spelling word “hello”. In this example no spelling
mistakes were made and only three characters (“hel”) were selected from
the symbol matrix. Dictionary selection was made to complete the word.

Letter H
selection

Letter E
selection

Letter L
selection

Wrong
selection

Wrong
selection

Dictionary
selection

Cancellation

Cancellation

Fig. 9. Signal view of spelling word “hello”. This example contains two
spelling mistakes therefore after each wrong selection cancellation
command was performed. Three characters (“hel”) were selected from
symbol matrix. Dictionary selection was made to complete the word.

The external dictionary can be used while entering
symbols. The dictionary words are filtered using the already
entered part of the word and shown to the user based on their
frequency in the text corpora of the given language. The
frequency value of the word is increased based on its usage
frequency by the user. If the user enters a word absent in the
dictionary, the dictionary is updated.
V. EXPERIMENTAL SETTING
The experiments we performed with 5 subjects (3 males, 2
females), aged 24–54 (mean = 33) year. Subjects did not
have any neurological abnormalities, reported normal or
corrected to normal vision, and did not use medication. All
subjects gave informed consent prior to the experiment.
EMG was recorded using OCZ Neuro Impulse Actuator
equipment, which employs three electrodes across the
forehead (see Fig. 10). It uses carbon interface fibers

Fig. 10. The test subject with OCZ NIA device

The test subjects were seated in front of a table, 100 cm
away from the liquid crystal display (LCD) showing stimuli.
Visual stimuli were presented on a 13.3'' size LCD screen
with 1360 × 768 pixel resolution and a refresh rate of 60 Hz.
Contrast and brightness are set to maximum. The size of
each character was 1.5 × 1.5 cm (0.86 × 0.86° visual angle)
and the entire speller matrix was 9.5 × 13 cm (5.44 × 7.42°
visual angle). Stimuli consisted of intensifications of the
rows and columns in sequential order. Intensification was
achieved by increasing the size of all characters in the row or
column with a factor 500 for 1500 ms. A trial is defined here
as spelling of one character. All trials started with the speller
being displayed on the screen, together with an instruction
indicating which letter to select. Each stimulation sequence
was followed by feedback on the screen, showing which
letter or group of letters had been selected.
Three text paragraphs were given to the experiment
participants. Their task was to input the proposed text
paragraphs using speller. All text paragraphs were presented
in Lithuanian. The first text paragraph contained 126
characters and its content covered a daily conversation. The
second text paragraph contained 111 characters and its
content covered a scientific speech. The third text paragraph
contained 120 characters and covered a scientific speech
with mathematical equations. Each experiment participant
repeated the experiment 4 times with different speller
settings. The first test was made with basic speller settings.
The second test was made with adaptable stimulus time (the
stimulus time varied from 500 ms to 1500 ms depending on
the amount of mistakes). The third test was made with
dictionary. The fourth test was made with both dictionary
and adaptable stimulus time. The average accuracy, input
speed and bit rate values were calculated. The results of
experiments are presented in Section VI.
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VI. EVALUATION OF RESULTS
Quantitatively, the performance of speller application can
be evaluated using accuracy, information transfer speed and
input speed metrics. Accuracy is calculated as the percentage
of correct decisions. Information transfer rate (or bit rate)
indicates how much information can be communicated per
time unit and is calculated using Walpaw’s formula [25].
Finally, input speed is measured as the average time required
to input a set of benchmark texts.
The accuracy results of BCI/NCI-based speller
applications achieved by other authors are within 80-95%
range (80% using EEG-based P300 speller [26], 82.77%
using ECoG [9], 84.22% using invasive BCI [27], 87.58%
using SSVEP based BCI [17], 87.8% for EOG-based speller
[28], 89.5% [29], 91.80% [30], 94.8% for RSVP based
speller [31], 90.81% for SSVEP-based speller [32], 95.18%
for Oct-o-spell [23]).
The information transfer rate (aka bit rate) of the
BCI/NCI-based speller applications achieved by other
authors are within 7-41 bits/min (7.43 bits/min [33], 17.13
bits/min [29], 19.18 bits/min [30], 11.58-37.57 bits/min [32],
40.72 using SSVEP based BCI [17], 41.02 using ECoG [9]).
The symbol input speed of the BCI/NCI-based speller
applications achieved by other authors are within 1-12 CPM
(1.38 CPM for EOG-based speller [28], 1.43 CPM for RSVP
based speller [31], 4.33 CPM [30], 4.91 CPM [32], 9.39
CPM using SSVEP based BCI [17], 10.16 CPM [23], 12.75
CPM [34]).
The results of the evaluation developed speller are given
in Table I and summarized in Figs. 11-13. Best results in
terms of both average and peak information transfer rate and
input rate values are achieved when adaptable stimulus rate
is used together with the dictionary. However, higher input
speed inevitably lead to larger number of errors, therefore,
accuracy is lower than using the speller with basic settings.

Fig. 11. Accuracy.

Fig. 12. Information transfer rate

TABLE I.
EVALUATION OF SPELLER APPLICATION
Quantitative metric
Average Value
Peak value
BASIC SETTINGS

Accuracy
Information transfer rate
Input speed

96.29
34.78
6.37

98.25
41.83
7.57

ADAPTABLE STIMULUS RATE

Accuracy
Information transfer rate
Input speed

88.61
42.53
8.19

93.64
49.79
9.60

WITH DICTIONARY

Accuracy
Information transfer rate
Input speed

92.65
43.55
8.22

96.06
49.26
9.35

WITH ADAPTABLE STIMULUS RATE AND DICTIONARY

Accuracy
Information transfer rate
Input speed

89.16
58.69
11.35

92.53
65.53
12.42

Fig. 13. Input speed

Qualitatively, the speller application can be evaluated
based on user’s mental workload required to work with this
application. Here we use the NASA Task Load Index (TLX)
questionnaires [35], a multi-dimensional rating procedure
with six subscales: Mental Demands, Physical Demands,
Temporal Demands, Performance, Effort, and Frustration.
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TABLE II.
EVALUATION OF SPELLER APPLICATION USING NASA-TLX INDEX
NASA-TLX scale
Mental Demands
Physical Demands
Temporal Demands
Performance
Effort
Frustration

Average value
52
66.6
45
48
67
55

The users’ subjective workload was assessed with the
NASA Task Load Index (TLX), which identifies (1) the
overall workload in the different tasks and (2) the main
sources of workload. Workload in the TLX is defined as a
“hypothetical construct that represents the cost incurred by a
human operator to achieve a particular level of
performance.” The TLX is specifically adequate when
interested in detecting the sources of workload. Workload is
estimated with six subscales (mental, physical, and temporal
demand and performance, effort, and frustration).
Participants rated subjective workload for each dimension on
twenty step bipolar scales with scores from 0 to 100. A
weighting procedure was used to combine the six individual
ratings into a global score. To do so, the six scales were
combined to 14 pairs and subjects had to indicate which
scale of the pair contributed more to their workload. A
weighted average technique was then used to compute an
overall measure of workload (between 0 and 100) and the
relative contribution of each subscale to overall workload.
The NASA-TLX contains six factors (shown in Table
III), each of which has 20 levels and is scored from 0 to 100.
Small score represents low workload and vice versa. The
speller application was evaluated by 5 healthy subjects and
the results are presented in Table III. Main sources of
workload were physical demands and effort. The average
score for the workload factors are less than 56%. This
observation indicates that the speller interface is acceptable
for all subjects. High scores for “Temporal demand” given
by most of the subjects indicate that the speed of the system
must be improved further. Low scores for “Frustration”
indicate that subjects are interested in using speller
application and that the results meet their expectations.
TABLE IV.
EVALUATION OF SPELLER APPLICATION BASED ON THE MANN’S
ATTRIBUTES OF HUMANISTIC-INTELLIGENCE SYSTEM
Attribute
Evaluation
Comment
Unmonopolizing
Yes
Speller does not cut the user off
from the outside world
Unrestrictive
Yes
User can use other channels of
communication at the same time
while using the speller
Observable
Yes
Speller can get the user’s attention
continuously if and the output
medium is constantly perceptible
Controllable
Yes
User can control the speller anytime
Attentive
Yes
Speller
is
context
aware,
multimodal, and multisensory
Communicative
Yes
Speller allows to communicate
directly to other users or spellers
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Conceptually, the speller application can be evaluated
based on the attributes (Unmonopolising, Unrestrictive,
Observable, Controllable, Attentive, Communicative), which
every humanistic-intelligence system must have, as
formulated by Mann [12] (see Table IV).
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have described the development of the
speller application for an assisted living environment using
the EMG interface. This system is controlled by voluntary
muscular movements, particularly the orbicular ones (i.e.,
eye blinking). These movements are translated into
instructions which allow the text input.
The developed speller application is adaptive (text input
speed can be adapted dynamically in response to the user’s
state) and intelligent (machine learning techniques are used
to analyze input data to achieve high accuracy of selection as
well as to increase text input speed by using word complete
and word frequency features).
The speller has been evaluated empirically (using
accuracy, information transfer speed and input speed),
ergonomically (using the NASA-TLX scale of subjective
workload) and conceptually (using the attributes of Mann’s
Humanistic Intelligence Framework [12]).
The achieved empirical results are within range of results
achieved by other authors, while the ergonomic evaluation
suggests that users are interested in using speller application
and that the results meet their expectations, yet the speed of
the system as well as the usability of its interface could be
improved further.
This system can aid people with reduced mobility,
extending the time that older people and disabled people can
live in their home environment, increasing their autonomy
and their confidence.
Future work will focus on going beyond low-level typing
to graphical-symbol matrix that allows selection of concepts
rather than stand-alone letters. Also the performance
characteristics of the speller application will be researched
further aiming to maximize usability of the product both in
terms of increased speed as well as better ease of use.
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